
ANNUAL REPORT ON THE FINANCES 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 

Washington, November 20, 1926. 
S I R : I have the honor to make the following report: 
Through the information the Treasury receives from income-tax 

collections it is enabled to form an accurate picture of past financial 
and business conditions through the country, but necessarily this 
information does not cover the current year. From the preliminary 
tax figures of profits and earnings for the calendar year 1925, just 
compiled, it can^be safely stated that the country has reached a level 
of national income not before exceeded. Nineteen hundred and 
twenty-six has brought no indication of an ebbing of this high tide, 
and I believe this year has been as satisfactory as the last. This 
country has undoubtedly been exceedingly prosperous for the past 
few years and prosperity is continuing. We have worked hard and 
we have progressed. Still in a nation as extensive as the United 
States and having such varied interests there must be sections or 
trades which may not at all times be sharing equally in this prosperity. 
A land boom in Florida seems to have subsided without serious 
injury. A bumper cotton crop has materially decreased the price 
of cotton, but plans for withholding a portion of the crop and for 
its orderly marketing are already well under way and the financing 
for the purpose is available. The textile industry, which has been 
unprofitable for the last few years, will have an opportunity for 
recovery in the low cost of cotton. In some parts of the country a 
surplus of farm lands, taken over by banks for loans, will have to be 
worked out. Bituminous-coal mining, which has been depressed, 
shows improvement through foreign demand. These are specific 
instances of maladjustment, but if we take the United States as a 
whole, the current year has been good. The high earning power of 
our people, from which comes our great buying capacity, is indicated 
by increases in sales during the year by mail-order houses and of agri
cultural implements, motor cars, tractors, and many other articles 
once considered luxuries. Another indication of well-being is the 
amount of travel abroad and within the country by train and motor. 
The strength of our present prosperity is the broadness of its base; 
yet with all this spending, savings accounts have gone up, more life 
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2 RKPORT ON THE FINANCES 

insurance is being written, and sound securities are sought by the 
small investor. .% 

During the year commodit}^ prices generally have declined slightly 
and farm prices have not yet been restored to their relative position 
as compared with all prices. There is little unemployment and wages 
are good. Industry is active. There is a close rnargin between costs 
and prices which has made competition severe, but due to the great 
volume of business and quantity production profits, small in each 
transaction, have been large in the aggregate. The most notable 
improvement has been the. restoration of the railroads to their proper 
place in the community. They are beginning to make up for losses 
following Government control. Their credit is good and their effi
ciency is of the highest order. The railroads are one of the principal 
factors in the strength of this country. Their ability to handle traffic 
promptly and efficaciously is evidenced by the increase in carloadings 
and by the practice of hand-to-mouth buying and curtailed inven
tories of manufacturers and dealers, which would not be possible 
with less effective transportation. 

The financial structure of the Federal Government is in excellent 
shape. The national debt is below 193^ billion dollars as compared 
with a peak of 263^^ just after the war. Government bonds are all 
above par, and taxes are yielding ample revenue. Government 
expenditures have been kept down, and the work of the Federal 
Government is, I think, more efficiently handled. Credit throughout 
the country seems to be ample. An indication of this is the ease 
with which $16,000,000 has been recently raised through private, 
subscription for marketing corporations to handle the situation 
arising out of the large cotton crop. Money for investment is 
plentiful, and it is most encouraging to note the extent of security 
investments represented by the small investor. On the whole it 
seems to me our domestic situation is in good shape and we can look 
forward to another satisfactory year. 

America has become a large factor in the world's affairs and our 
country in turn is influenced by world conditions. The past year 
has seen a notable improvement in the stability of the world and in 
the increase of its trade. A gold basis for currency has now been in 
successful operation in England for nearly two years, and in spite .of 
a general strike England has not had to call at all on the credits 
arranged in this country as insurance against emergencies. The 
Dawes plan has completed two full years of operation and is function
ing satisfactorily. . The w^orld is placing greater confidence in the 
successful outcome of this great test. The finances of France, Italy, 
and Belgium have improved; Belgium has recently stabilized its cur
rency on a gold basis, and I look for further progress in the case of 
other nations. Settlements have been negotiated by the American 
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Debt Commission with practically all of the debtor nations and the 
demand obligations held by the United States have been funded into 
time obligations, definite in amount, and uncertainty has been re
moved. These settlements have been ratified by Congress, and by the 
interested countries, except in the cases of France and Yugoslavia. 
I think Europe is progressing and we can look for continued improve
ment abroad. 

In America in particular lines there may have been some over
building. Generally, however, the demand continues for better living 
conditions and the building industry is sound. There is another 
factor which is beginning to make itself felt. Public buildings, 
Federal, State, and municipal, have not kept up with the growth of 
the country either in amount or in character. The Federal Govern
ment has practically done no building since the war, although govern
mental activities have greatly increased. Congress has now adopted 
afive-year building program involving the expenditure of $165,000,000.^ 
In a great many States public institutions are inadequate to meet the 
demand of the community and new buildings will have to come. 
The program for hard roads is incomplete and requires continued 
work. I believe that the influence of these governmentalrequirements 
will supplement the private needs and should remove the fear of a 
slump iri this important industry. 

The increase in installment-plan buying has caused much discus-
iSion. An installment purchase means that instead of postponing the 
enjoyment of some article until the. purchaser has saved up the 
money required to make the purchase, he takes immediate enjoy
ment, paying out of future and not past savings. Within limits 
there is nothing inherently unsound in this practice. I t has been 
customary to buy household furniture and pianos on the install
ment plan, and its extension to automobiles, washing machines, and 
similar things represents only a natural enlargement of the articles 
purchased for personal use. One of the results of the extension of 
installment purchases has been to increase the immediate consump
tive power of the public and thus permit large production and full 
employment to continue. The increase in savings deposits, in build-
,mg and loan associations, in life insurance, and in investments 
shows that installment buying has not yet progressed to a point 
where it interferes with the intelligent saving of the American people. 
There are, however, two elements of weakness against which we 
should be on guard. The purchaser should be careful that the article 
which he acquires upon credit has a real and permanent value and 
that he does not tie up too much of his future earnings for his pres
ent enjoyment. Secondly, if demand should decline there is danger 
that to stimulate further consumption the terms of payment may be 
so lightened as to make the credit unsound from a banking stand-
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point, and the finance companies and the banks thus become holders 
of large amounts of slow or uncollectible paper. Subject to avoid
ance of these dangers, installment buying does not yet seem to be 
menacing our financial soundness. 

The .Liberty loan campaign to sell Government bonds taught 
many people how to invest their savings. As a result of this educa
tion, of more effective bond salesmanship, and of high earnings in 
America, there has been created an investment rnarket, and the-
public readily buys large amounts of new security issues, resorting 
to the banks for loans to assist in these purchases. Business con
cerns have come to prefer permanent financing as distinguished 
from commercial loans from the banks, and there has been a tendency 
with a great many corporations, through the sale of bonds, notes, 
or capital stock, to resort to the public for money to meet their 
corporate requirements. Partly because commercial bills are not 
as frequently resorted to for credit and the banks have difficulty 
in obtaining sufficient amount of these bills, and partly on account 
of the demand of the public for loans to help carry securities pur
chased, the banks have had to seek investments themselves, in 
securities or loans to customers secured by bonds and stocks. This 
has brought into the assets of the banks an increase in investments 
and loans on securities without a proportionate increase in short-
term comniercial bills. Since it is the latter which are the most 
easily liquidated, we are gradually noting a decline in assets which, 
may be rediscounted at the Federal reserve banks and thus in what 
may be called the liquidity of bank assets. This trend has in nO' 
way endangered the strength of our banking system, but it is a. 
movement which may require care lest it go too far. 

For most of our national • existence the United States has been 
what is popularly called a ^'debtor'/ Nation. Large amounts of 
foreign capital sought investment in this country and little American 
capital weEjt abroad. As a result of the war and the conditions which 
have prevailed in America and abroad, investment funds have been 
plentiful in the United States and scarce in a great many other 
countries. American securities owned by foreigners have largely 
been resold here, and money of the American investor has also gone 
into the securities of other countries. We have become a '^creditor'' 
Nation. We are owed more than we owe. While this change is a. 
result of world conditions and not of conscious action by this country,, 
nevertheless the objection has been raised to foreign loans on two 
general grounds: First, that the loans will be used to establish more 
effective competition against American industry, and, second, that the 
loans are not safe. Considering the subject as a whole it must be 
remembered that the international bankers are not the investors 
in foreign securities. They simply act as agents in mobilizing the 
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•savings of thousands of Americans seeking a sound place to invest. 
The breadth of this market is indicated by the fact that in many of 
the recent large foreign issues the average investment has been around 
$3,000. The money which is seeking profitable employment is there
fore not that of a single group of interests in the United States, but 
of an intelligent and widespread body of our citizenship. If their 
savings can make them a better return, all things considered, through 
investments abroad than through investments at home, it would 
seem that, so long as credit facilities here are ample, no harm is done 
to the American fiscal system by the encouragement of foreign 
investments. 

The proposition that these loans create competition harmful to 
America, in its final analysis, is not, I believe, sound. Money which 
puts a nation on its feet through the stabilization of its currency or 
which increases the productiveness of industry or trade in a foreign 
country enlarges the earning capacity of the people and increases 
their buying power and thus stimulates world trade as a whole. 
In this trade America has a great share. For our manufacturers we 
have the protection of the tariff, and for those for whom the tariff 
does not give complete protection, particularly the farmer, we 
should encourage the purchasing power of other countries so that 
there will be a greater demand for American products. 

The question of the soundness of a particular loan is not one upon 
which the. Federal Government should pass, but it is the banker 
floating the loan in this country who must decide this question in 
the first instance, and it is the investor using his savings to acquire 
the security who must finally decide whether or not the risk is to be 
accepted. The test of the security of a foreign loan does not differ 
from the test of the security of a domestic loan. There is, however, 
involved in foreign loans the question of exchange, with which a 
domestic loan is not concerned. The revenues of a foreign debtor 
are usually in the currency of his own country and its obligations 
sold in America are payable in American currency. If a foreign 
loan is productive—and by that I mean that the debtor out of the 
use of the money borrowed can repay the principal, the interest, and 
make a profit for itself—then I think foreign loans are sound. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION 

Taxation 

On February 26, 1926, the President approved the revenue act of 
1926. This law embodied changes in the administrative provisions 
which the actual operation of the income tax law had found desir
able; increased the personal exemptions from $1,000 and $2,500 to 
$1,500 and $3,500; extended the credit for earned income; and re-
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